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SJSU student charged with battery
By Margaret Bethel
Mindy Leigh (.riser
Leah Bower

SOT Wriwrs
Farrell Hamann, a San Jose State University
student, was arrested Friday for battery and the
severe bodily injury of Lakim Washington, another
student.
University Police Depariment Cpl. Mars
Swineford said Hamann told him "it was me- whet)
he was questioned about the incident
The attack on Washington allegedly occurred
about 11 p.m. on Nov. 24, outside of Spartan

Village located on 10th and Humboldt streets,
when Washington was using the pay phone
According to Swineford Hamann became agitated by the length of time Washington was on the
phone and struck him in the face.
Swineford said Washington’s head injury
caused a concussion resulting in a coma and a
month-long hospital stay.
Despite earlier allegations that the incident had
possibly been racially provoked, it was never confirmed. Both men are African-American.
Hamann, about 6 foot 4 inches tall and 175
pounds, told police that after striking Washington,
which broke the knuckle on his right hand, he ran
and hid in Spartan Village.
The investigation finally took off after a tip.

"I received a call from a concerned citizen, a confidential informant, who’d heard through a chain
of friends that a black male named Farrell had
been involved in the attack," Swineford said. "He
had told people that he was responsible."
Although Hamann lives on Ninth Street, he told
Swineford that he has friends in Spartan Village,
which placed him at the scene.
Swineford said there’s a lot more to the story in
the police report filed at the county municipal
court. As of press time, the report was not available
from the court house.
Hamann said he had never met Washington
before the incident.
"I just asked him politely how long he’d be on
the phone," Hamann said. "When I didn’t get a ver-

bal answer, I took it as a sign of disrespect."
Hamann said he regrets everything that has
happened.
"I am very sorry about what happened. I didn’t
know that he got hurt as bad as he did," Hamann
said. "I even tried to talk to him so that I could
apologize, but I wanted to talk to him when he was
alone and not around a group of people."
According to Swineford, Hamann was officially
charged with battery causing severe bodily injury,
and he was released on $50,000 bail with a court
date set for Feb. 20.
Washington could not be reached for comment
and his mother, Kim Washington-Moton, refused to
comment.

UPD passes test
Police lessen student fears of urban campus
By Nicholas Boer
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University Police Department PSA Ky Lim rolls an individual’s fingerprints for a pre -employment background check

Corporal Darius Parks of
the San Jose State University
Police Department has come to
know the campus well in his
four years on patrol and
understands student’s nighttime fears.
"It’s scary walking around
at night," Parks said. "I wouldn’t want to walk around at
night. I don’t think it (the fear)
is justified but I understand.
We re in downtown San Jose."
The UPD was rated favorably by students in a recently
released survey conducted by
*he Sociology Department.
However, the) results also indicate many students feel
unsafe.
The survey sample was
composed of 339 students from
the fall of 1996. The 58-question survey covered a broad
range of subjects including
UPD’s quality of service and
students’ perceptions of safety.

Survey says:

P. Terry Macdonald, who "We’re trying to make the
has a doctorate in sociology, neighborhoods better."
The UPD has a one mile
oversaw the project.
"The students overall think jurisdiction around campus,
they (the UPD) are doing a which covers senior Patricia
good job," Macdonald said. Leon’s house. Leon, a foreign
"But they need to make language major, said she doesn’t feel safe around her own
women feel safer."
Twenty-three percent of home on Third Street.
"Here on campus, I’m not
women indicated they did not
feel adequately protected by afraid," Leon said.
Abeyta said SJSU "cannot
the police and a significant
portion of females indicated be a fortress," but low campus
concern for their safety on crime statistics and a strong,
proactive police force should
campus, esp) , pally at night.
Police Chat Ric Abeyta said calm unreasonable fears.
Twenty-eight percent of the
only 10 to i ppacent of the
arrests made by the UPD are females were extremely worit
rating it 10 out of a posof students
university ried
about their safety
employees. The largest crimi- sible 10
nal element comes from sur- when going out on their own
after dark on campus. Sixtyrounding neighborhoods.
Abeyta said the UPD is five percent of women said
building a strong relationship they have felt unsafe at times
with the community and the on campus.
Christine Purisima, a senior
San Jose Police Department in
order to protect students on majoring in health science,
said she generally feels safe
and off campus.
"We’re out there in the but does worry late at night
neighborhoods," Abeyta said
See UPD, page 8

I feel adequately protected by
the SJSU police
=agree

I am very

worried
about going out
on my own after
dark on
campus.

SE disagree
The campus police department’s
response to emergencies is very good.

I have felt unsafe
on the SJSU
ampus at times

no opinion

Officer Jenny Pak radios dispatch to obtain information on a
in injury accident yesterday on
motorist who was .rivulved
Seventh lreel.

339 SJSU students participated in this survey

CSU trustees give thumbs up to Cornerstone initiative
Susan Shaw
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Hearing impaired
find ’cheap talk’
over the Internet
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h the. rapid
Wit
growth of the
Internet, people
finding new ways to
communicate. We’ve all
heard of chat rooms,
Instant Messages and
such. There are even
software programs that
enable people to talk
with each other through
phone lines without havIgor Hilts
ing to pay fir long disST IFF WRITER tance calls. Because of
the potential loss of revenue, the phone companies are considering regulating the Internet. The Internet should be
left alone so that the new ways of communication can benefit people from all walks of life,
including the deaf
As it hearing impaired person, the online
chat is an essential tool for me. There are
about two million deaf and hearing impaired
in the United States. I told a friend that I call
my cousin in Israel online and it is similar to
a telephone call, lie doesn’t think so but I
point out that this is the way the deaf have
communicated with TDD (Telecommunication
Device for the Deaf) since the 1950s.
TDD is like a small computer with a phone
coupler on which to place the phone and a
one-line. display screen above the keyboard.
I don’t like the TDD because the phone call
I make is three or four times longer than a
voice call, making calls expensive and time.
consuming. The online chat can change that
by making phone calls cheaper by only paying
the basic rates.
As fast as the Internet is growing, so is
videoconferencing. It’s like watching another
person on the other end on live TV . The $100
to $200 camera device is getting cheaper
every month. It is not perfect fir the deaf yet
because the speed of the frames through the
phone line is not fast enough. Deaf individuals communicate by American Sign Language
and it is essential they catch every sign that
resembles a word or two.
Videoconferencing can benefit the deaf
because sign language interpreters will be on
the other end listening to the speaker and
interpreting for them. This would save interpreters time in transportation to the work site
and allow more deaf people to have the service.
The. Greater Los Angeles Council on
Deafness Inc. recently received a major grant
from the U.S. Department of Commerce to
improve the lives of the deaf and hard of hearing by making it easier for them to access services and information. The organization
wants to expand videoconferencing to offices
such as state agencies and others. I believe
that everyone should have access to information, including the deaf.
Online chat is almost free .....or now.
Igor Bus is a Spartan Daily staff writer

Morrison said. "It was the right
Stan
thing to do" when he announced his
resignation last week. He was correct.
Morrison is one of the nicest men you’d
ever want to meet. He stops to say "hello’ as
he passes you on campus and is generally
regarded as one of the good guys around
San Jose State University.
But his team is 2-18 overall, 0-8 in
Western Athletic Conference play after
Monday’s 77-51 loss to Southern Methodist
University They are not playing good ball
and, as is the case so often in sports, the
blame comes down on the coach rather than
the players.
That’s not saying he is without fault in
the situation. At SJSU, Morrison’s record is
71-165,94 games below .500. This is clearly
not acceptable from a school and an athletic
program that entered a premier conference,
the WAC, two years ago.
Perhaps his greatest accomplishment
was taking a team that went 13-17 in the

Of uncles, bottles and sleep deprivation
We also stack our empties. John
a married, 30-year-old man with
Tam
SJSU stacks his in a tribute to the
a baby and a house payment. I often
ancient Egyptians along the wall in the
feel out of touch with some of my felliving room. I am stacking all the empty
low students.
formula cans in my garage as a tribute
But recently I’ve begun to look at
to all the money I’ve spent in the baby
things a little differently, trying to
formula racket. (Here’s a good stock tip:
bridge the gap between myself and
Buy as many shares of Enfamil or
some of my younger friends I’ll call
Pediacare as you can. These companies
on camthem John and Jane SJSU
have parents by the ... throat. Gotcha.)
pus. And I’ve come to the conclusion
Next we both have to deal with puke.
that we really aren’t so different after
John and Jane SJSU have to worry
all. It’s just in how we look at things.
Williams
Aaron
about keeping control and not having to
For instance, we both have family
visit the porcelain throne. I have to
members screwing us. Many college PIN. hit, I
clean up baby puke. It never fails that
student have to stand nervously by the
as soon as you get dressed, babies decide
mailbox waiting and waiting for their
parents to send them money for beer and oh yeah, to hurl all over you.
Finally, both John and Jane SJSU and I suffer
rent. They spend days upon end subsisting on macaroni and cheese. while waiting for their parental from sleep deprivation. My counterparts never get
enough sleep because they are trying to cram
units to throw them some bones.
I have a different family member, my uncle, school, partying, a social life, maybe a job and oops,
screwing me. My Uncle Sam tries in every way I almost forgot, studying, into their schedules.
known to man to stick it to me. First, I’m penalized Their typical day would be class until 3 p.m. or so,
for cooperating with one of the basic institutions of work from 4 to 8 p.m., meet their friends at the bar
our society, getting married. It feels like my wife and spend until 2 a.m, trying to get laid. Alter the
and I are taxed at a higher rate than just about bar they’d go home, and if they weren’t lucky, open
anybody in the history of the world. Second, I am their books and pass out on their Calculus text.
I wake up at 7 a.m., fix a bottle for my son, then
no longer able to whimsically fill out the short
form and wait for my return. No, I’ve got to pay watch him until my wife gets home. I then head to
someone to do my taxes. Saving receipts, itemizing school where I spend countless, thankless hours on
and charitable deductions have become a staple of the Daily, only to have to go to work after I’m done
at school. At 4 a.m., I roll into the rack for my three
my vocabulary.
Bottles are the next similarity between me and hours of quality sleep.
So the next time we meet while aimlessly wanJohn SJSU. While he buys a six-pack or a case of
them, I am busy fixing them in the middle of the dering the halls you wearing dark glasses with
the macaroni and cheese stain on your shirt and
night. His are beer and mine are baby formula.
We both peel labels. John SJSU tries to get the me with the bags under my eyes and the barf stain
label off in one piece, hoping to get laid, while I’m on one of my shoulders realize that we aren’t
peeling labels off formula cans to get enough baby that different, just our circumstances are.
points for the next "Tickle-Me-Elmo" toy to hit the
scene.
Aaron Williams is the Spartan Daily sports editor
His column appears every Tuesday.

EDITORIAL
Big West regular season and shocking
everyone in the conference tournament by
winning it all and earning a date at the big
dance, the NCAA tournament. We all knew
that eventually National Champion
Kentucky would whack us in the first
round, but it didn’t matter; we were one of
the elite 64 teams invited to the ball.
Morrison and his team, led by the artist formerly known as Olivier Saint-Jean, had
bought SJSU an ounce of legitimacy as we
prepared to head into the WAC.
We have to wonder if Morrison was in a
roundabout way, forced into making his
decision to step aside.
The departure of SJSU Athletic Director
Tom Brennan to La Salle last year, the fact
that Morrison was in the final year of his

contract, the. abrupt fashion in which
Morrison announced his resignation and
the subsequent announcement of Chuck
Bell as the new director of athletics three
days later, all raise certain journalistic red
flags.
Was Morrison told he would be fired at
the end of the season? Did he see the writing on the wall and decide to bow out on his
own terms? Did he know that Bell would
replace him, perhaps with Larry Eustachy,
the current Utah State University basketball coach?
Whatever the reasons, Morrison is not
talking about them, at least with the
Spartan Daily.
Morrison instead chose to do what he
does best, put his team’s needs first, concentrate on the task at hand and worry about
what would happen later.

Deadbeat parents:
take responsibility
seriously, or else
California State
The
Court
Supreme
recently ruled that
parents could be jailed
for refusing to seek work
that would allow them to
pay their delinquent
child support.
It’s about time government took more action to
crack down on deadbeat
parents.
The unanimous decision stated that a court
order which demands a
parent pay child support,
if it means that parent
must find a job to do so, is not unconstitutional. Parents violating this order could be held in
contempt, jailed five days and be fined $1,000
for each monthly payment missed.
The Department of Social Services estimates that in California at least $350 million
in child support payments (including interest
due) still is not paid every year.
That is shameful.
This new law may not eliminate the deadbeat parent, but it should help. Once a parent
spends some time in jail and starts paying
fines on top of child support, he or she may
realize it makes more sense to make payments
on time.
It is not the government’s job to mandate
that parents spend time raising their children.
Nor should it punish parents for not wanting
to maintain emotional ties to children.
But it is government’s responsibility to create legislation that secures the financial security for the nation’s children.
Progress is being made. The Los Angeles
County District Attorney’s Office reported that
child support collections in California
increased by 21 percent in 1995.
The federal government does have a law
regarding unpaid child support, but it relates
to parents living in different states. The Child
Support Recovery Act of 1992, Title 18, United
States Code, Section 228, makes it a federal
offense for willfully failing to pay a past due
support obligation with respect to a child who
resides in another state, when the past due
support either exceeds $5,000 or remains
unpaid for longer than a year.
Laziness is not an acceptable excuse not to
support your children. Waiting for the eventual offer into a management position is not an
acceptable reason to avoid financial support of
your children.
I can accept, but not respect, a parent’s cowardly approach to not having emotional influences in their children’s lives. I have a daughter of my own who does not live with me, and
like the majority of single dads in this country,
I maintain financial and emotional support for
my child.
I can’t accept parents who refuse to provide
monetary support to their own children.
Mark Gomez is a Spartan Daily staff writer

Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the. Opinion
page with a Letter to the Editor.
A Letter to the Editor is a 200-weird response to an issue or
point of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily and may
he edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length. Submissions
must contain the author’s name, address, phone number,
signature and major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box at the
Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Bente’ Hall Room 209, sent by fax
to (408) 924-3237, e-mail at SDAILY@jmc.sjsu.edu or mailed to
the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and Mass
Communications, San Jose State University, One Washington
Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, the
Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism
and Mass Communications or SJSIJ.
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Building/Industrial Studies. For
more information, call Brendan at
14081 924-4330.

Sparta Guide
CM Pi Sigma (Co-ed Law
Enforcement Fraternity)
Open house from 11 a.m. - 5 p.m
at 210 S. 10th St. For more information, call (408) 998-8433.

Today
African Student Union
Meeting at 8 p.m. in Wahlquist
Library North, Room 113. For more
information, call Kofi at (408) 4478361.

Church of Scientology
Introductory lecture: "Success
Through Communication," at 7:30
p.m. at 410 Cambridge Ave., Suite
C, Palo Alto. For more information,
call Joe Feshback at (650) 853-0602.

Beta Alpha Psi (Honorary
Accounting Fraternity)
Pledge orientation, meet officers
and members at 1:30 p.m. in the
Student Union’s Costanoan Room.
For more information, call Deborah
at (408) 260-0424.

Gamma Zeta Alpha
Informational meeting at 7 p.m.
in the Student Union’s Music Room
For more information, call Abelino
Anaya at (408) 297-1796

Black Alliance of Scientists and
Engineers
General body meeting at 7 p.m.
in the Engineering Building, Room
358. For more information, call
Robyn Jones at (408) 924-8177.

Jewish Student Union/Hillel
Tu B’Shevat: Jewish Arbor Day.
Tree planting and good free food at
6:45 p.m. at the Hillel House. 213 S.
12th St. For more information, call
Josh at (408) 289-9957.

Center
Recruiting services workshop at
12:30 p.m. in the Student Union’s
Almaden Room. Interview preparation for teachers from 3:30 - 6 p.m.
in the Umunhum Room. For more
information, call the Career
Resource Center at (408) 924-6034.

Ca

Library Donations and Sales
Unit
Ongoing bookaale every Tuesday
and Wednesday from 10 a.m. - 3
p.m. at Wahlquist Library Room 408
and Clark Library lobby. Donations
welcome. For more information, call
the acquisitions department at
(408) 924-2705.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass from 12:05 - 12:35
p.m., and tonight’s pizza and faith
discussion: "Mary," from 7 - 8:30
p.m. at the John XXIII Center at
Fifth and San Fernando streets. For
more information, call Ginny at
(408) 938-1610.

Marketing Club
Business to business marketing
from 4:30 - 6 p.m in the Student
Union’s Almaden Room. First event

of the semester, all majors welcome.
For more information, call Mark
Ripley at (408) 995-5229.
Peer Health Education Condom
Co-op
National condom week in the Art
Quad from 10 a.nt - 2 p.m. For sale:
condoms, gift baskets, glow -in -the dark boxer shorts. and more. For
more information. call Renee Allen
at (408) 924-6204.
Phi Chi Theta
Career Night at 6 p.m. in the
Student Union’s Almaden Room.
Meet the chapter and our alumni.
For more information, call Boot at
888) 924-4435.
Phi Epsilon Kappa
The Hunger Project Forum:
Unleashing the Human Spirit for a
Future Free From Hunger. Speaker
Lynne Twist from 11:30 a.m. - 2
p.m. in the Student Union’s
Umunhum Room. For more information, call Kathy Costello at (408)
426-7984.
School of Art and Design
Lecture by Chris Bruce, director
of Meyerson and Nowinski Gallery,
Seattle, from 5 - 6 p.m. in the Art
Building, Room 133. For mor information, call And at (408) 924-4328.
School of Art and Design
Student Galleries Art Receptions
from 6 - 8 p.m. in the Art

SJSU Student Health Center
Register for the Weight
Management Program for students
and staff from 12 1 p.m. in Health
Bulding. Room 208. Class runs Feb.
17 - April 14. For more information.
call Nancy Black at (408) 924-6118
Washington Square Credit
Union
Intern recruitment informational
meeting at 4:30 p.m. in the Student
Union’s Costanoan Room. For more
information, raIl Rashmi Kalavar at
i 4081 972-7935.

LETTER TO THE

EDITOR
internships, and I talked to the
people in charge before I signed
on.
(2) If you want the internship
to be a good one, show them
some initiative.
Don’t expect your boss to just
give you orders. Ask questions.
Show you have an interest in
learning the business.
(3) Develop projects on your
own. As a radio, television and

film major, I did a vide() production project at both of my
nternships.
were
experiences
Both
rewarding: I had fun with them,
and I learned a lot.
In short, an internship is not
a "useless experience- unless
YOU make it one. You have to do
your part. Think about it, Scott.

Sigma Alpha Mu Fraternity and
Pre -Paid Legal Services, Inc.
"Affordable Legal Services" first
meeting from 7 - 8:15 p.m. and second meeting from 8:30 - 9:45 p.m. in
the Student Union’s Guadalupe
Room. For more information, call
Stu Lavati at (408) 793-5105.

Church of Scientology
Film: "Freedom," at 7:30 p.m. at
410 Cambridge Ave., Suite C, Palo
Alto. For more information, call Joe
Feshback at 16501 853-0602.
Episcopal Canterbury
Community
Free dinner and discussion.
Everyone welcome fro 5:30 - 7 p.m.
in the Student Union’s Pacheco
Rom. For more information, call
Anna at 14081 293-2401.

SJSU Mariachi Workshop
Register in the Music Building’s
Concert Hall Lobby at 6:30 p.m.,
classes from 7 - 9:30 p.m. For more
information, call (408) 924- 4675 or
924-4701.

Wednesday
Asian American Christian
Fellowship
Speaker Bryan Leon on missions
at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Union’s
Almaden Room. For more information. call David at (408) 265-7442.
Ballroom Dance Club
Waltz lesson with guest instructor Tom Newby from 8 - 9 p.m. followed by open dancing until 10 p.m.
in SPX 89. For more information,
call (408) 924 -SPIN.
Career Center
Employer-hosted resume critique
from 1 - 3-30 p.m. in BC 13. For
more information, call the Career
Resource Center at 14081 924-6034.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily mass from 12:05 - 12:35
p m. at the John XXIII Center.
across from SJSU Theatre. For more
information, call Giny at 14081 9381610.

Internships are what you make them
Scott Shuey obviously needs
some advice about an
internship, judging by his
article, "Internships less than
perfect experiences."
I’ve done two internships as
a radio, television and film
major and both were good experiences.
But they were good experiences for the following reasons.
Ii) Both companies understood what an internship is: a
learning experience, not cheap
labor.
I did my homework on the

Quad from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. For sale:
condoms, gift baskets, glow -in -the dark boxer shorts, and more. For
more information, call Renee Allen
at (408) 924-6204

Chi Pi Sigma (Co-ed Law
Enforcement Fraternity)
Open house from 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
at 230 S. 10th St. For more information, call 998-8433.

Mu Alpha Gamma
First meeting for the semester at
5 p.m. in DBI1 213.

Student Interns to the
President/Campus Climate
To attend the Study Break with
President Caret from 5 - 6 p.m. in
Tower Hall 110, call Lee Ann
Thompson at (408) 924-2981.
Reservations are being accepted for
the next Study Break on Feb. 11 at
the above number.

Peer Health Education Condom
Co-op
National condom week in the Art
Quad from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. For sale:
condoms, gift baskets, glow -in -the dark boxer shorts, and more. For
more information. call Renee Allen
at 14081 924-6204.

Tau Delta Phi (Co-ed Academic
Honors Fraternity)
Informational meeting from 6 - 8
p.m in the Student Union’s Loma
Prieta Ballroom. For more information. call Lisa Farren Layering at
6501 964-5157

Re -Entry Advisory Program
Brown bag lunch program:
Coping with Difficult People, presented by Dana Mulvany from the
Counseling Center from 12 - 1:30
p.m. in the Student Union’s
Costanoan Room. For more information. call Susan Clair at (4081 9245962.

Sparta Guide is provided free of
charge to students, faculty and staff The
deadline for entries is noon, three days
beliwe desired publication date. Entry
tOrrns are mailable in the Spartan
Daily Office.

Peer Health Education Condom
Co-op
National condom week in the Art

Quotefor the day
Never steal anything so small you’ll have to go to an unpleasant city jail for it
instead of a minimum-security federal tennis prison.
P J O’Rourke
American author I political humorist

Brad Ruhle
radio, television and film
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San Jose, Costa Rica $473
Paris $398 New York $246
Bangkok $575 Hong Kong $575
Miami $355
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Hewlett Packard
Epson
US Robotics
Adobe Systems
Borland
Addison Wesley

HP LaserJet 6Lxi Printer

HP DeskJet 692C Printer
everything from index cards to legal-siie
paper, plus envelopes, labels, and transparencies

MI Print on

Pints up

1o5 ppm in black, 1.7 ppm in color

Warranty:

Hewlett Packard’s 1 year express

exchange

l’nnt Speed: 6

pages

per

minute

NI HP LaserJet Internet Custom News Kit on CDROM fcatunng Netscape Navigatorru, PointCaq
NetworkTM, AT&T WorldNetru Service, and use.
ful Web site bookmarks
Manufacturer’s Warranty: 1 year HP Express
Exchange next -day replacement

Head
Eldorado Electronics
CCD
Silicon Multimedia
Ron Horne

Twin

Tuesday, Feb.10 and
Wednesday, Feb.11
9:00am - 4:00pm
Student Union
Main Level

Spartan Bookstore
A

...1011.04444

at

n0/10.1

n
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Potty Training
ers and floor are worse than
recent

floods.

the

If you were ever

curious to know how it feels to be
in a septic tank, frequent this
public facility.

University Room:
this

was

in

located

Because
faculty

a

building, I envisioned ivory and
gold stalls with diamond handles
and a butler that washed your
hands for you. Instead, all I saw
was dark green tiling and a
shower curtain fir the stall door.
I

opened

the

curtain

while

teacher was in there and

it, Jon Per et

a

real-

ized that even in bathrimins,
teachers pass out grades.
Art Building: I was so bored

Yoshihiro Uchida Hall:
When I sit in it stall. I like to take

in this bathroom, even the joy of
to
moving bowels

relax. This bath-

cheer nie up. The students in the

my

Ii in.

room

Nly

and

doesn’t

offer that

luxury.

legs cramped and my head

kept

hitting

leaned

the

hack.

wall

when

I

the plus side,

on

the hathroom doesn’t have a lot
it traffic ;toil it

clean enough.

With only it urinal and a stall,
one

was

of the

better

bath-

I

stall area IS so huge

roo

able to put every newspaper

the floor and read at
done, I took a

section tin

will. When I WaS

nap until a group of basketball
players kicked nip out.

Musk Building:

This is one

of the smallest bathrooms that I
have

ever

time that

soen

the

was

the first

I used a urinal while

..isliing ins
line

It

hands at the same

Luckily I happened to use
hathnomi

when

holtionc a concert

they

were

It was fun tim-

ing II1S hoWil IlloVenlentS to -The
Dance ot the Valkyries.-

Spartan Pub:

hall should combine their

and

efkrts

create a lavatory compara-

ble to the

Sistine

Chapel. Hey, it

could happen. Some of my holiest
experiences

have

happened

in

()nly use this

bathroom if you run out of Pepto
Bismol. The water on the coun-

Business Classrooms: Even
though there is no lighting in the
stalls, this bathroom is so quiet
that

it’s

perfect

may finally

fin- those

high

fiber days. The stalls are very
small and you can tell whether
the person next to you uses
Metamucil or Citrucel.
Student Union: This is the
busiest
bathroom.
It’s dark,
damp and stinks. It’s an excellent place to meet people, however, hecause the space is so
cramped. Unfortunately, nil st if
the conversation consists of primordial grunts.
Engineering
Building:
These bathrooms are clean, hut
where are the La -Z-Boy stalls
and spacious cubicles’? Instead of
fighting to make products for
3Com or Hewlett-Packard, bud-

A

Yvette Anna Trejo
\Lou

Yoshihiro Uchida Hall:
you’re in
the mood for flashbacks. The
fixtures, lighting and
design will take you
back to "Happy
Days."

Use this bathroom if

"et
aside their
personal aversion
to filth and with grim
determination have
documented the
with pastel colors and beautiful tile
state of our campus
patterns. The way the light
highlights the intricate colors
bathrooms. Here is
of . . . wait a minute, who
cares? All you really need is
their report.
a nice, clean stall and this
bathrooms

the bathroom.

Spartan Complex Central:
this

wasn’t enough

engineers
see the
market demand
innovative
for
bathroom appliances.
Dudley
Moorhead
Hall: Hello
McFly! This
bathroom
is so old,
with pink
and red
tile, I felt
like I was
in "Back
to
the
Future." At
you
least
can get away
saying
with
"Great Scott!!!" in a
bathroom.
Washington Square
Hall: As one of the new
ding

Spartan Complex Central:
This bathroom is pretty messy.
There are only two stalls and no
vending machines. By vending
machines, I don’t mean the ones
that offer M & M’s and Kit Kat
bars, but the ones that keep your
Midol days a little less stressful
by their convenience. It did have
a mirror hanging at a slant so
you can check yourself out full
length, but that’s about its only
redeeming quality.
Music Building: This building offers entertainment while
you’re doing your business.
Number one or number two, it
doesn’t matter. You can whistle
while you work complements of
the music department.
Spartan Pub: This bathroom
is easily comparable to the disgusting bathrooms found in rest
areas out in the middle of
nowhere. There is water everywhere. It actually brought me
back to when I saw "Titanic."
One of the sinks was clogged
with murky water and floating particles that I chose
not to identify.
University Room: I
was almost expecting to
SC(’ Fairmont-ish facilities
in
this building.
Instead, I SaW a rinkyclink bathroom that isn’t
fit tor a gas station, much
less a dining facility. It’s
semi-dirty, and definitely
should offer some anti -bacterial soap for those returning to the dining area.
Art Building: The bathroom
I visited in this building is
decent. It’s clean and has a curtain instead of a door fur one of
the stalls. It offers kminine protection for those requiring it, but
no condoms. One problem: the
heat is too high and lends a
sauna ’Aka to the whole place.
If you want to drop a few
pounds, you know where to go.
Business Classrooms: The
bathrooms in this building are

on

campus, this

one comes complete

bathroom doesn’t have it.
Flush!
Clark Library: With
its secluded location,
slow traffic! and individually lit stalls,
this is a great
bathroom.
The
lights have really helped me
pursue one of my
favorite hobbies; reading in the
bathroom. I’ve already finished
’The Brothers Karamozov," and
am working on "War and Peace."

almost
expected to see
Joan it’
and
Chachi making out, in
one of the stalls. The pant is
faded, the facility is extremely
small and overall it’s pretty
raunchy.

If you

enjoy

privacy

and hate luxury this is the place
for you.

plentiful, but they’re dirty. There
is enough open space to play
Twister, but aside from that, the
place is in dire need of a facelift.
Student Union: Although
the Union is the busiest area of
the campus, it really doesn’t lack
in cleanliness. For the primpers
out there, heaven awaits you in
the Student Union bathrooms.
The second level bathrooms
have individual vanity tables
that only lack a comfy chair to
make them ideal. There’s also a
large wall mirror to make sure
you don’t have toilet paper hanging out anywhere.
Engineering Building: This
building probably has the second
best facilities overall. There are
plenty of stalls and no one to use
them. If you were Vanity Smurf
you’d love this place because
there are mirrors galore and
ample lighting. It’s the cleanest
place I’ve seen on campus. Check
it out for yourself.
Dudley Moorhead Hall:
This bathroom is pretty busy
during peak hours, so prepare
for a wait if you feel the need to
relieve. There’s a small shelf to
set your belongings on while you
wait, but it’s pretty dirty so
beware of cooties. If it’s that time
of the month, you’ll find sanitary
napkins there, but they may be
as ancient as the building.
Washington Square Hall:
For being one of the newer buildings on campus, this bathroom
could be a little’ more spectacular. There are enough stalls considering what little traffic flows
through, but the location sucks.
It’s around the corner to your
right, across the moat, down the
stairs, to the left of the dungeon.
.. you get the picture.
Clark Library: This one
could be a larger considering the
size of the building. There’s usually a lint. to greet you right
when you open the door, so
expect a face-to-face confrontation the next time you enter.

49e Sub!
Buy any 6 inch sandwich and a
medium drink, get a second 6 inch
sandwich of equal or lesser
value for 495
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YWCA Villa Nueva
Now Enrolling for Extended
Evening and Saturday
Drop-in and On -going Child Care
environment
shift or wish
shopping. or
attend evening classes We take care of the kids so
you can take care of you’
We prcvioe a fun, safe and nurturing
for kids Whether you work the swing
to go to the theatre, symphony, dinner,

Drop-in Hours:
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8am-Midnight
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Lasers Aplode’ 84-60
Victory over Colorado
sends San Jose to
possible date with
New England Blizzard
By Suzanne Ferrante
’,tail rittr,
With a big starting lineup of
Jennifer
Azzi,
Clarisse
Machanguana, Charlotte Smith,
Sheri Sam and Kedra HollandCorn, the San Jose Lasers triumphed over the Colorado
Xplosion 84-60 in front of a sellout crowd of 4,550 at the Event
Center Sunday night.
In the first quarter, both
teams were hot with neither
team making many mistakes. At
the end of the first quarter, the
Lasers held a 24-15 lead.
Sam and Azzi each contributed to the win by combining
to outscore the entire Xplosion
team in the second quarter.
Together the two scored six
points while the Lasers held the
Xplosion to a mere five points on
a three-pointer and two free
throws.
"We were executing really
well," Sam said.
Both teams, however, clinched
positions in the playoffs. With
only three games remaining in
the regular season, the Lasers
are seeded fifth and the Xplosion
sixth. The Lasers would play the
New England Blizzard in the
best-of-three first round, if the
season ended today.
During the third quarter the
Lasers got a little sloppy, bumbling for the ball on the ground,
but their lead was never in
doubt. The Lasers led throughout the game, pushing the lead
to double-digits in the second,
third and fourth quarters

I Edmund Nwse, .Sp.ti 1,Iti Ault’
Spartan forward Brad Kennett shoots over Southern Methodist University’s Jay Poerner in
Monday night’s game at the Event Center. The Mustangs went on to win the game 77-51.

Chris Riley/ Spartan Daily
San Jose’s Jennifer Azzi drives against Debbie Black of the
Colorado Xplosion in Sunday’s Lasers 84-60 win.
Smith recorded her fourth
double-double of the season with
11 rebounds and 14 points. The
rest of the starters all scored in
double-figures.
Azzi got the crowd riled up
with a good steal and shot in the
second quarter. She thinks that
the team matches up against
New England, but is just excited
to go to the post-season.
"At this point, we’re happy to
be in the playoffs," Azzi said.
Azzi had 11 points despite
battling with
5 -foot-3-inch
Xplosion guard Debbie Black,
the shortest player in the ABL.
Black had five steals.
"I think she’s a great player.

She used to be annoying to me.
Now I’m pretty much used to
playing against her," Azzi said.
Lasers’ coach Angela Beck
was pleased with her team’s performance.
"These guys played really
awesome ... We’re doing things
now to be a good team," Beck
said. "We’re going to try to win
the Championship. We have a
scenario (where we could be
seeded) from three to six. It’s a
dark shot. They have a very ditficult stretch."
The Lasers’ (21-20) next
game is tonight in Long Beach
against the Stingrays.

CPR

Spartans lose 77-51 on ’The Deuce’
By Mark Gomez
Start Writer
Playing SMU in a nationally
televised game on ESPN2, the
San Jose State University men’s
basketball team had a chance to
prove they were better than a
team that has not won a game
since Dec. 13.
The Spartans blew the opportunity, losing to the Mustangs
77-51 Tuesday at the Event
Center, extending their current
losing streak to 13 games. SJSU
has not won since a 71-67 victory over St. Mary’s College.
"Some people, when they open
on Broadway, they get stage
fright," SJSU Coach Stan
Morrison said.
"And that’s what we did
tonight," he said, referring to his
team’s only nationally televised
game this season.
The game was over early in
the first half, as SMU (15-6, 4-5)
took a 42-15 lead at the half.
Leading the way for SMU was a
combination of perimeter shooting by 6-foot-6 guard Jeryl
Sasser and inside play from 6foot-10 center Jay Niemen
Sasser shot 4-for-7 from the
floor, including 2-of-3 from threepoint range. Poerner dumped in
11 first-half points and was 3-

for-3 from the free throw line.
"I thought they played a solid
basketball game," Morrison said.
"I thought that Sasser was outassists,
Steals,
standing.
rebounding, scoring. He’s going
to get my vote for freshman of
the year."
Sasser finished with a gamehigh 21 points, adding eight
rebounds, five assists and four
steals.
"We played a really good first
half," SMU Coach Mike Dement
said. "We came out and played
very well and had a tremendous
lead, much more than I would
have thought."
The Spartans did everything
wrong in the first half.
Poor shooting (7-of-28 from
the floor and no free throw
attempts) and turnovers (9), left
the Spartans in a hole that was
too deep to dig out of. SJSU’s 15
point first-half output was a season low.
"We didn’t shoot well, we didn’t defend well, we did not
rebound well, we didn’t execute
well," Morrison said. "In fact, I
can’t think of anything we did
right."
SJSU did make a run at SMU
midway through the second half,
going on a 13 -point run five minutes into the second half.

Michael
guard
Freshman
Quinney led the Spartans with
12 points, all coming in the second half Quinney was 0-for-6
from the floor during the first
half.
SJSU
guard
Marmet
Williams (2-for-13 shooting) and
center Shaun Murray 2-for-9
from the field) each scored eight
points. The Spartans shot 28
percent on 18-of-63 shooting.
"We played hard in the second
half out of embarrassment,"
Morrison said.
SMU’s Bobby Dimson ended
the game with a thunderous
dunk worthy of the ESPN highlight reel. With just under a
minute to play, Dimson received
an assist from Willie Davis, polishing off the Spartans with a
one-handed dunk. It was his second highlight slam of the night.
The Mustangs, still in the
hunt to make the WAC tournament, did not enter the game
against SJSU overconfident. In
its previous game in Dallas,
SMU won 81-72.
"You don’t want to have a
letup," Poerner said. "We
thought coming in here might be
momentum for them, being on
their home court and an ESPN
game."
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SCHOLARSHIPS
Now seeking scholarship applicants
Robert L. and Ellen G. Baron
*ZA
I1/4 Student Leadership Award Fund 04

OPEN TO:
Graduate Students

Undergraduates*

MUST HAVE:
3.0+ GPA

A $1,000

Community service at SJSU
(or the greater City of San Jose community)
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PART-TIME OPENINGS
AUTOWEB corn (www autoweb com),
a tun, fast paced Internet company, has
immediate part time openings for positive
team players

Take care of them.

Bring them to our Fashion Fair February 14th.

Data Entry
mule -program approach including
manual. electronic and voice data entry Positions
are available for morning or afternoon shifts Requires
knowledge of web browsers. databases Word, and Excel.
use

Daily

cgt-shirts@batnet corn

the only other extra base hit fir

.1

Customer Care Specialist
Responsibilities include customer support over the phone and
email to increase the effectiveness of our service to consumers
and dealers
Requires one year customer service experience,
excellent interpersonal and communication skills, good computer
skills and ability to mule -task
Fax resume to (408) /77-9553 or email to jobsroiauloweb tom

.!;5.autloweb.con-f

CALL NOW! ONE DAY ONLY!!!
Over 185 employers
are eager to share
career information,
and hire for great
career jobs and
internship positions.
Wednesday,
March 4, 1998
SJSU Event Cenby
The job fair is coming.

WANTED:
PHOTOGRAPHERS
WRITERS
ILLUSTRATORS!
We are looking for talented
writers, photographers and
artists to contribute to the
Fall 1998 issue of Access
magazine...
Writers: Please submit your queries to DBH #213
for consideration.
Photographers and Illustrators: Submit your
portfolio to DBH #213 for consideration.
Please include your name, number and best times when
you can be reached with your entries.
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South Bay Health Center Bldg.
122 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara
Dr. David A. Roberts, Optometrist
Se ’labia Espanol

4

Don’t Let the Grass Grow Under Your Feet.
As the Nation’s leading provider of Lawn and
Tree/Shrub care, we are experiencing record growth!
PART TIME APPOINTMENT
FULL TIME RESIDENTIAL
SETTERS
SALES REPRESENTATIVES

Weekly based salary + commission
Must be 21 yrs of age or older pass
Motor vehicle report/drug screen
For

more information or an interview call
(408) 441-11112 or fax a resume to
(

a

$7.00/hour + sales incentives/ commission
Must be 17 yrs of age or older
Available to work M-Th 4-9pm, F 3-8pm,
some Saturday work

111) 441-1210 aRt: Ron
i
I
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Reality Check BY DAVID WHAMOND

Mixed Media by Jack Ohman

Sport oon s

CLASSIFIED

PHN: 408-924-3277

ACTZel DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
PLUS seeking F/T &P/T Tearirmrrs
and Aides. Substitute positions
are also available that offer flexible hours. ECE units preferred but
not required. Please contact
Cathy at 244-1968 x16.

HOST- FRIENDLY, ENERGETIC
positive people looking for parttime or full-time host position, at
busy restaurant. Please apply
Mon. -Fri. 2pm-4pm. in person.
Bella Mia, 58 South First St. San
Jose. CA 95113.

TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
P/T- Elementary Schools.
Degree cr Oedential NOT Required.
Opportunity for Teachirg Experience.
Need Car.
RECEPTIONIST: PART-TIME for
busy office near campus. Call for Voke Mil: (408) 297417004 408
B3E/AAE
details. 282-1500.

JAPANESE RESTAURANT looking
for part or full time waitress, waiter, dishwasher & busboy. Please
call 938-0888 or come in for an
application @ 384 S. 2nd Street.
Ask for Kevin or Kathy.

The SPARTAN DAILY
CLERICAL ASST. Busy Journalism
makes no claim for products or office. 2 jobs. $7/hr. Flex hrs. M-F
services advertised below nor Is mornings and T & Th afternoons.
Mere any guarantee Implied. The Gen office, phones, filing computer
clasetied colianne of the Spartan data input, work w/students &
Daily consist of paid ackettising faculty. Call Carol 924.3242.
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.
EXPERIENCED TUTORS NEEDED.
K through 12th grades. Mon-Fri,
3pm-8pm. $10-$15/hour. Call
EMPLOYMENT
408/255-5247.
SECURITY OFFICERS
ADMIN ASSISTANTS
RECEPTIONISTS
57.00 to 61.100/hour
Burns International Security
Services & Wells Fargo Guard
Services, subsidiaries of Borg.
Warner Protective Services
(NYSE/Fortune 1000), currently have
F/T & PIT openings throughout
the greater Bay Area. We provide
paid uniforms/training, medical/
dental/vision options, attractive
vacation, bonus & incentive plans.
401(k). and excellent promotional
opportunities. You may apply
by phone 24 hrs/day by calling
1800) 385-9419. or for more
information, stop by or call our
hiring center in:
SAN JOSE
591W. Hamilton, #140
14081 341-3750
EOE/M/F/D/V
Drug-Free Workplace
PPO-8760/PPG10408
TEACHERS high quality, licensed
drop-in childcare centers for 2-12
year olds.
Flex PT/FT positions
Dais. Eve. Weekends
Min 6 ECE required
Team environment
Benefits available
co Corp Office 260-7929.

WANTED: LEADERS/MANAGERS
for USMC OCS and flight training.
Salary 30-36K/yr. Tuition assistance available. Must be: F/T
student or possess BA/BS.
US citizen, under 28 years old.
Call Capt. Sosa at 408-971-3791.

TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Flexible hrs, 9arn9prn. Downtown
near lightrail 4 blocks from SJSU.
Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media
Promotions 494-0200.

FILE CLERK WANTED -Acct. Dept.
8-10 hours per week, flexible.
Please fax resume to 297-6000.
Attention: Adina.

WAITPERSON NEEDED
EVENINGS & WEEKENDS
SALARY TIPS
APPLY IN PERSON
BRITANNIA ARMS
5027 ALMADEN DP. SAN JOSE

DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8 school
seeks responsible individuals for
extended daycare. P/T in the
afternoon. No ECE units are
required. Previous experience with
children preferred. Please contact
Cathy at 244-1968 x16.
INFORMATION CENTER
is accepting applications for
Employment. Must be available
Tuesday & Thursday Mornings.
Work Study-encouraged. Contact
the Student Union Director’s
Office. 9am5pm. 924-6310.
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS Teach
one on one in company car. Good
driving & teaching sisal. 146 Grad,
Clean DMV, No Criminal Record.
No exper. nec. Training provided.
Custom hours pt/ft. Good pay.
999W. San Carlos St. 971-7557.
www.deluxedriving.com

VALET PARKING- Local company
looking for people. Flexible
schedule. PT/FT. Earn $8.00 to
$15 per hour. 867 7275.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary « tips.
Students needed inure immediate
area Full-time/part time openings.
Call today 1-650-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ages 2129. healthy,
responsible, all nationalities
Give the gift of life’
$3,000 stipend & expenses paid
Bonus for Deserve & Japanese dcnors
PLEASE CALL WWFC
800-314-9998
CASHIERS NEEDED TO WORK
at remodeled Chevron stations.
2 locations, F/T. P/T, flexible
hours. Call 295-3964. Ask for
Ophelia.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fishing industry. Excellent earn
ings 8, benefits potential. All mator
employers. Ask us how! 517.324
31 15 ext. A60411.
TELEMARKETING POSITIONS
available. Easy hours. Good
money. Ask for Mike, 261 1323.
CRUISE sap LAND-TOUR JOSS
Excellent benefits World Travel.
Ask us howl 517 324 3090 ext.
C60411.

KAPPA DELTA SORORITY
Recruiting Women to Share
Friendship. Sisterhood and Fun.
For more info call 279.9035

TUTORING

RENTAL HOUSING

SPORTS/THRILLS

CALCUWS VIDEOS
ARE YOU HAVING TROUBLE
LEARNING CALCULUS?
Don’t fall behind in your class.
Get help now and
be ahead of the mass.
If you don’t get it the first time
Just Rewind, Rewind, Rewind.
SEND for information about your
Calculus Video Tutorial TODAY.
And your 24-HOUR TUTOR
will soon be on its WAY!
For more information send a selfaddressd stamped envelope to:
S-New-O
1245 Marshall Road
Brighton, TN 38011

2 IMAM. APARTMENT - $950/MO.
Secunty type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
* Laundry Room
Village Apartments
576 South Fifth Street
(408) 295-6893.

100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There IS nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall. Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

ENGUSH TUTOR
Speaking, Writing & Editing
Experienced with the needs
WAY TO GO SIGMA THETA PSI! of Foreign Students.
Congratulations on the house. Credentialed Teacher & M.A.
All our hard work has finally paid Call Jessica 14081 978-8034.
off. Now its time to kick back and
enjoy our new home.

SERVICES

MULTIMEDIA TECHNICIAN
JOB #98-003
$2669 - $3737/mo.
Support computer labs for innovative Multimedia Master’s & Multimedia Certificate Programs.
Resolve tech. problems & assist
in developing creative solutions.
REQ: Knowledge of Mac & PC incl.
System 7.5. Win95 & NT. Familiar
with networking, web design, user
support & current multimedia
applications. Knowledge of media
peripherals. 4 year degree related
area & multimedia experience.
Apply by 2/13/98 to Cal State
Hayward, Hayward, CA 94542 or
Call 510/885-3634 for app. More
info at www.csuhayward.edu .

ASSEMBLE & TEST hydraulic
product line. Knowledge of small
handtools & light machining a
91,000’s WEEKLYII Stuff
envelopes at home for $2 each
plus. Other duties include light
plus bonuses. F/T. P/T. Make
office work. shipping & receiving.
5800+ weekly. guaranteed!
Team player mentality a must. TEACHERS AND AIDES wanted.
Free supplies. For details.
Campbell. CA. Fax resume to: Small World Schools has Partsend one stamp to: 428.
Time and Full-Time, a.m, and
408/370-5743.
12021 Wilshire 61., Suite 552,
p.m., permanent and summer
Los Angeles, CA 90025.
STUDENT &/or PRO THERAPISTS positions available. Units in CD.
for Autistic girl. 512+/hour, more ECE, Psych, Soc. or Rec required.
for experience. Paid training. Part- If you are interested in working NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
time afternoons & weekends. with a high quality child care Work in the Great Outdoors.
Please call 408/948.8211.
company call 40947114200 x22_ Forestry, Wildlife Preserves, Concessionaires, Firefighters & more.
GROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL HELP NOW IS THE TIME TO RND A JOB Competitive wages benefits.
needed for small, exclusive shop for the New Year. Teieservices Ask us how! 517-324-3110 ext.
& kennel. PT. afternoon’s Tues-Sat. Bureau needs outgoing personali- N60411.
Must be reliable, honest, able to ties with great voices for nationdo physical work. Experience wide projects. Flex hours. Music.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH S
working w/dogs pref. but will train. Performing Arts, and Sales/Marup to $600/month!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Great opportunity for dog lover! keting majors are encouraged to
$6.50/hr. Fax resume w/cover apply. Call Mane ASAP, 3604370 Healthy males. 19-40 years old.
letter to: 408/377-0109 or call to see if you qualify.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
408/371S115.
50324-1900, M -F. 8-4:30,
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI looking for daycare staff person.
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR PT/FT
Will Train. Must have clean DMV. Hours 2:30pm-6:30pm. Working
SECURITY
with elementary aged children.
Full and Part Time Positions
Flexible hours. Call 363-4182.
Immediate Openings Start Today! 408/723-5140.
Graves. Swings and Weekends
Low key 1013 sites
IIMIEDIATE OPENINGS
Will train
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part time, Flexible Hours.
Receptionist. Office Clerk
Abcom Private Security
408.247-4827
Sales. Customer Support
$50 Hiring Bonus!
Technician. Testing Optr.
Great for Students!
Warehouse Clerk
ASIAN INDIAN SPERM DONOR
Serving Downtown San Jose.
Call 408/9424888
NEEDED! Loving couple hoping to
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose. or fax to 4041/9426260
find someone with Asian Indian
Electrons Staffing Services, EOE
background with black hair, brownCLERICAL JOB KIR WORILSTUDY 1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
black eyes. 5’5" & over. Age 18eligible SJSU student at Beethoven Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave.
38. Generous compensation.
If you can help us, please call
Center in WLN 318. 10 hrs/week. turn left at Clear Lake Ave.
924-4706.
1800886.9373 ext. 6608.
$5.70/hr. Call
SECRETARY - 10am-3pm M-F
Downtown church, next to SJSU.
W/P. phones, gen office routine.
Call 294-4564 for further info.

GREEK MESSAGES

WANTED

TAXPREPARATION487-3203
R.D. Rose Assoc. 50 Airport Pkwy.
DO YOU SNUFF, CHEW OR DIP?
Schedule your appointment.
Former or current users of smokeDay- Evening Weekend
less tobacco needed for confiden- ComputenzedUcensedBondeci
tial research study at SRI inMenlo
Park. Earn $20 / 90 min session. WRITING HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting. ghostwriting.
1-650859-3729.
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals, reports,
etc. For more info, please call
FUNDRAISING
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall
RAISE $500 IN ONE WEEK.
Fundraising opportunities
available. No financial obligation. MISSING SOMETHING?
Great for clubs.
Need a spiritual boost?
For more information call
Need a break? Try Out:
The Enlightenment Support Group
(888) 51-APlus ext. 51.
Ongoing Sundays 6:00PM
Wile Book CafØ Center
3483-95 S. Bascom
OPPORTUNITIES
1408)978-8034
KILLER PHONE CARD RATES: Gnostic:Al faiths & ritercianominalional
Call anywhere USA for 11.94/ Others say: ’Its always new axl
minute. Call anywhere Mexico for ’It supports me in my life..."
294/minute. Very reliable service. "I get in contact with the real me.$5. $10 & $20 cards available. ", expenence wholeness."
Two very good distnbutors want- Suggested Donation:
ed. Easy to sell at these prices. The price you pay for a movie.
Special tnal offer of 20% off retail
on any size first order. For NEED FINANCIAL HELP, For
additional information leave information on where to get an
application for finery:hi ad & scholarmessage at 415-960-3053.
shps. sbnd $5.00 to 4%4 Smerace
Dr #111 ad #5. Sal Jore. CA 95136.

HEALTH & BEAUTY

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486
LOSE WEIGHT, FEEL GREAT!!!
Natural. Doctor recommended.
George lost 20 ibs in 3 weeks’
Free samples. 408/7920323.
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us perma
nently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest Lip Bikini Chin
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before 5/30/98
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow. 621 E.
Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell
(406) 379-3500.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

INSURANCE
780 SO. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 bdrrn/2 bath. Very clean.
Security type bldg. Laundry, cable.
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
ample parking. Walk or nde bike to
Special Student Programs
school. Responsive management.
Serving SJSU for 20 years
We take advance deposits to hold
’Great Rates for Good Drivers’
an apartment. 5995-$1045/mo.
’Good Rates for NonGood Drivers’
Call 288-9157.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’ ’Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
SHARED HOUSING
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
COZY. FURNISHED Basement Room
NO OBLIGATION
in old Willow Glen. Quiet, tree lined
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
street. Serious, male student
$500/mo. Msg: 408/293-6427.
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
EVERGREEN WA ROOM. ct.vn bath Low Down / Monthly Payments
No Driver Refused
rm. Near shops & bus. $409/mo
dap &1/3 rio. 238262b m2231692. *Cancelled or Rejected
Dui *Suspended License
FURNISHED BEDROOM - PRIVATE Accidents *Tickets
BATH. $500/mo. Incl. utils. No Immediate SR Filings
smoke/drugs. Call 408/2555247. * Good Dover Discount
Non/Owner Operator
Ilarn - 8pm, Monday’ Satuiday
Free Phone Quotes
TRAVEL
’Call Us Now...
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
.(408) 241-S400
ALL-COVERAGE INSURANCE
EUROPE - SUMMER ’98
WESTCOAST DEPS $478 R/T
Mexico/Canbb 5209.5249 R/T
HAWAII $119 o/w
%%MARSHES
Call 415834.9192
httollwww arrhitch.org
AN ASTOUNDING UST
of Grants and Scholarships.
Call 888-999-4731
WORD PROCESSING

’AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED’
Graduate Studies. Thesis. Term
Papers. Nursing. Group Protects.
Resurnes. Al Formats. Specializing
in APA Seeing; Grammar
Punctuation,’ Editing. 24. cs Exp.
WP 5.1/1-PLaser. PAM’S
PROFF-SSION41 WORD PROCESSa\IG.
247.2681 tiam-8prn

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty Laser printing
APA, Turabian and other formats
Resumes, editing, grapha.s
and other services available on
either WordPerfect or Word.
INSTRUCTION
Masterson’s Word Processing.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now Call Paul or Virginia 4082510449.
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass All
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
levels welcome. Beginning.
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE"?
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
Temi papers. thesis resumes.
any style: Jazz. Blues. Rock.
group projects.eic I have a
Fusion. Funk. Reggae. or Folk.
typewriter to complete your
Call Bill at 408 298 6124,
applications for trod/ law school. etc.
Will transcribe your taped
intenaews or research notes
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
30 Years Teaching Experience
Fax Machine Notary Public
Carl ANNA at 9724992.
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky
Russian Trained Concert Pianists
Professors of Piano
National Teachers Guild Ass,,
ANNOUNCEMENTS
National Suzuki Assn
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
SILIDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57 00 per year
Starting $20/hr.
Call 408241 6662
Save 30’x 609,
in Santa Clara favour
on your dental needs
FREE FIRST LESSON-INTERVEW
For info call 1 800 655 322

FOR NNEIONAL / ACENCY RATES C.I.I.

408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
LJULICULIULIL1C1L11:1L1ILILILILILILILILILIULLILJLICLILI
JUJJLICICCICILIULILICILLIJULIULLIJLILILILILJULI

Narns

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
One
Day

Two
Days

3 hnes
$5
$7
4 lines
$e
$6
Shoes
$7
$9
6 hoes
$8
$10
$1 for each additional line.

Three
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day. rate increases by Si per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Additional worth available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines’ $70
10-14 lines $90
15-191ines: $110

Five
Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

FAX: 408-924-3282

Aarfross
CANASIali.
Pnon

Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily dassrf reds
San Jcee State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid U No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (4013) 924-3277

Please check /
one classification:
Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcements’
Lost and FoundVolunteers"
For Sale’
Autos For Sale’
Computers Etc
Wanted’
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services’
Health/Beauty’
SportsThnlls’
Insurance
Entertainment’
Travel
Tutonng’
Word Processing
Scholarshps

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost I Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

,

COMPUTERS ETC
FOR SALE
486-50Mhz 15" monitor 24 MB
RAM 850 MI3HDD 33.6 modem
ExCD-ROM $200. Allan 2817901.

AUTOSFORSALE
77 HONDA CIVIC CVCC. Very
clean, runs, needs valve job.
$500/b.o. Call Darren 9956864.
’90 FORD T-BIRD. Very Clean.
Light Silver-Blue. Good Condition.
Runs Great. Auto trans, AM/FM
Cass. Power extras. 113k mi.
MI service records. Price reduced!
$4650 oho. Please call 227-1145.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57 00 per yea
Save 30% 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addr
for
additional information.
readers
should
be
Classified
rembvied that when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully lawestlgate all &nu
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
Locations or nywchand I sae.

..
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Plait
Shopping center
- mater
Bride s walkway
Tommie of the
diamond
17 Claim on
property
18 Once more
19 They have
habits
20 Huge flower
22 did a landscape
24 Types
27 Baby s first
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28 Professional
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36 Mole, mile units
38 Gold weight
40 Team
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tale
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UPD: Blue light phones useful

One fine day...
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fcmr UPD since 1990, said there
are at least two or three officers
on duty at any given time.
when her car is parked on the
"Since I’ve been here we’ve
garage’s top floor
doubled our officers on some
looking
aniline’,"
"I’m
shifts," said Hernandez. "But we
Purisima said, "and running to
can always use more officers."
my car."
Hernandez emphasized that
The UPD responded to 1,925
they will go out of their way to do
requests for escorts in the 1996presentations for sororities or
97 school year, a service 78 perany other group if’ invited.
cent of students knew about.
"We will tailor our presentaMacdonald said there were
tions tic their specific interests,"
many complaints about the
for
escort
I lernandez said.
time
response
Transients are a big concern.,
requests.
illustrated by the. 68 percent of
According to Hernandez,
students who would like to see
escorts normally take five to 10
panhandling prohibited.
minutes but may take. longer
"A lot of people talked about
during the busy times late at
the crazy people," Macdonald
night. Eighty-six percent of stusaid. "They IUPD) have
dents were aware of the.
got to get somebody to
blue light phones, which
control these people
can be used to request an
doing their Thorazine
escort or to call in an
shuffle.."
Hernandez
emergency.
Hernandez said there
encourages students to They (UPD) have got to get
is no law that prohibits
pick up a blue light phone
if they sense they’re in a somebody to control these people from panhan.
Icing as
as
dling
dangerous situation.
"Don’t even say any- people doing their Thorazine they’re not blocking
someone’s way.
thing," Hernandez said. shuffle.
"They the panhan"Just take it off the hook,
and we treat it like. a 911
- P. Terry Macdonald dlers) ;ire the same ones
call."
Sociology Department every year, Hernandez
said. "They’re. more of a
That might come as a
nuisance than a crimisurprise to the 15 percent
of students who thought
nal problem."
the police’ were not easy
e a too con
tt.hict
Parks said the. urban atmosup to four from the two employed
phere on campus doesn’t mean it
at the t one of the survey.
said the blue light
A large. percentage of students is dangerous.
phones are most likely to be used had no opinion at ill on ques"We. have a lot of transients,
by witnesses reporting crimes.
tions involving the CPI), a tact :end that’s what people see,"
"I cannot think of an incident open
for
interpretation. Parks said. "You won’t see this at
when a student picked up a blue Macdonald said hp thinks it Stanford. It looks unsafe. here
but San
light phone because they were means the UPD needs to have a you may see graffiti
being attacked," Parks said.
stronger presence and do a bet- Jose State. is a safe. university."
Still, Abeyta doesn’t want ter job at orientation.
Hilary Andrews, a junior in
anyone taking chance’s.
Students were asked what her first semester at Sat% said
"We would much rather they would (I() to improve ser- she. ti.els safe
even at night.
respond to a call that’s nothing." vices. Over 26 percent of stu"I thought it would be a lot
he said.
the No. 1 worse," she said. But added "I
dents
by far
Few students knew about t he response
wriite in that they have noticed a lot of people coldepartment’s motorist assist would make lice’ police more visi- lecting cans"
program. Only 12 to 31 percent ble
Macdonald sald he hopes to
st talents knew of services such
Senior Christine Purisima use the. results of this survey as
:is recharging a dead battery, said the 1 ’Pl) is approachable a baseline and do a fiullow up
(queuing locked doors, free gas or "hot I don’t see’ 1111.111 out (luring with a similar survey scion.
assistance in changing a tire.
the night 11,11,H.l.../. %vim has wiirked
Although 49 percent cif stu

Continued from page 1
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soy.%ii .s. is alrraily in place at
S.1S1’. according tic !lain.
Last Fall, SJSI. established
the Student Resource (’inter in
the Admissions Intilding which
counseling and ,,ther student services in one location with more
staff available to answer toes
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Alex wants to know:
"Which college will reign supreme
in the BATTLE OF THE BRAINS?"

dents ,ii.J.ed that police were
generall ,ourteous, Macdonald
said mans students suggested
police (-mild he more friendly
Parks said it is normal to feel
intimidated hy police
"I lay’ they ever seen an officer that w; is approachable’!" he
asked
Hernandez was surprised by
the suggest ion that (1P1) officers
were unfriendly
"We foel we give service above
and beylind what the city offers,"
Hernandez said. "Most officers
are. former students They are a
product of San Jose State."
Another suggestion by students was more female officers
the number of which has gone
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HELP US ANSWER THIS
QUESTION!
Jeopardy! is coming to the Bay Area to tape the College Championship,
and you’r e invited to enter to win an audition. Fill out an application,
take a short written quiz, answer a question and win a prize! As Alex
always says: "Good Luck! And remember to phrase your answer
in the form of a question."

Register for a tryout at the abcto /Jeopardy! Booth.
Where: Between Central Classroom Bldg. & Old Cafeteria Bldg.
When: Tomorrow, February 11th, 11 Ann-3pivi.
Students with disabilities needin SO Ott services should contort the ASBO at 914 6700 in advance of the

KGOTE ft VISION
citysearch7com/kgo

in

0111
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America’s Favorite Quiz Show

To attend the Jeopardy’ (allege (hanipionship taping at U ( Berkeley’s
Zellerhach AadOoromu an March 71 72nd, send a grouped, self addressed
envelope to Jeopardy! Tickets-SJS Request,

P.O. Box 420077, San Francisco, CA 94142-0077.
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